
Honda Fit Fuel Mileage
Honda claims that its new 2015 Fit has best-in-class fuel economy. This is true, but it's also
worth pointing out that among small cars in the U.S. market, you could. Honda Fit Mileage.
There are 1662 Honda Fits with reported gas mileage parked at Fuelly. (show all). Any Engine
2015 Honda Fit EX. $18,981.00. 5,010 Miles.

The 2015 Honda Fit subcompact is an entirely new model,
and for North America, it's built in a new plant in Mexico.
That means that its launch was necessarily.
Want to compare the 2015 Honda Fit against the 2014 Kia Soul? Our helpful Honda vs
competitors page compares fuel economy, reliability, cost and more. We've had our 2015 Honda
Fit for about 2 months now ,and we're starting to get a real-world picture of how it does on fuel
economy. The Environmental. One of the main reasons why I bought a 2015 Honda Fit was due
to the advertised fuel economy of 32 MPG City, 38 MPG Highway, and 35 MPG overall. My
old.

Honda Fit Fuel Mileage
>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Following shows the average MPG of each of the 287 vehicles in the
system. Created 2015 Honda Fit EX 1.5L GAS L4 Automatic CVT
Hatchback (4 Door) I hope some guys on here can help. I bought a 2013
Honda fit automatic which only had 11k miles on it. The car guzzles gas
like there's no tomorrow. Tried fuel.

fueleconomy.gov - the official government source for fuel economy
EPA MPG. MODEL, City, Comb, Hwy. 2013 Honda Fit EV Automatic
(A1), Electricity. The 2015 Honda Fit demonstrates just how far
subcompact cars have come. Its roomy interior, advanced equipment
and impressive fuel economy would. 2015 Fit is class leader in fuel
efficiency with an EPA fuel-economy rating1 of 41 The 2015 Honda Fit
has been named a finalist for the 2015 Green Car.

http://go.westpecos.com/goto.php?q=Honda Fit Fuel Mileage
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Halfway through its long-term test, our
Honda Fit EX remains practical and trouble-
free. Current Mileage: 24,381 miles Average
Fuel Economy: 33 mpg
2015 Honda Fit Review – Video - Among conventionally powered
vehicles, Honda's Fuel economy for that version competes favorably
against the most. For example, the 2015 Honda Civic and the 2015
Honda Fit are almost identical in fuel economy for the base engine size,
as well as EPA-estimated interior. Select a year to find Honda Fit
pricing, reviews, photos, and videos. At $17,100 there not any real
competition with the cargo room and gas mileage. Research and
compare the 2015 Honda Fit and get MSRP, invoice price, used car solid
ergonomics, high fuel economy numbers, and value for the money. I'm
tracking my 2015 Honda Fit actual MPG in a spreadsheet. overhauled
interior and exterior, but I am even more concerned about getting good
gas mileage. Rolling Into Shape: Buffed up Honda Fit flexes a little
muscle, hoists fuel mileage, tackles weighty innovations for 2015. Nov
29 2014 12:01 am. The 2015 Honda.

Fans of Honda's innovative and spacious Fit hatchback will love what
the car The federal government's top fuel economy rating for a base,
2015 Fit LX.

Hello Everyone, I've recently upgraded my ride to a 2015 Honda Fit. I
was intending to buy a manual, but when I heard that the 6 speed doesn't
have.

Are you looking for a subcompact car that provides high fuel economy
near the Frankfort or Orland Park areas? Stop by Community Honda and
see what.



View detailed gas mileage data for the 2016 Honda Fit LX. Use our
handy tool to get estimated annual fuel costs based on your driving
habits.

2015 Honda Fit, 2015 Honda Civic. 33/41 City/Hwy*, Fuel Economy,
30/39 City/Hwy**. 130 hp 114 lb-ft of torque, Engine, 143 hp 129 lb-ft
of torque. 95.7 cubic. See the 2014 Chevrolet Sonic in a side-by-side
comparison with the 2013 Honda Fit! Looking at Fuel Economy, Vehicle
Safety, and Warranty Coverage, we'll. The Honda Fit was absent in the
2014 model year, but has returned for 2015 with a newly refreshed
exterior look, a bigger interior, better fuel economy and new. Sure, one
might get great fuel-economy, but you wouldn't want your At Serra
Honda, the 2015 Honda Fit is available in two different trims: the LX
and the EX.

2015 Honda Fit EX 6 Speed Manual Transmission Get 40 MPG
Consistently Date filmed: 11/14. 2015+ Honda Fit Manual Transmission
average Fuel Economy poll There are 3 different Fuel economy Polls.
One for all manual transmission Fits EX or LX. Here are the reasons for
this vehicle's impressive fuel economy numbers. Every 2015 Honda Fit
is equipped with a standard 1.5L 4-cylinder engine capable.
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After a week with a 2015 Honda Fit, I was surprised by both its willingness to rev and its superb
fuel economy. Best of both worlds? Indeed.
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